Human superiority over computers in identifying natural objects like clouds, water, grass etc. comes 
Introduction
Identification of natural scene objects has applications in various domains including automatic robot navigation, surveillance, geographical surveying/planning, and Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) from web repositories. Different approaches have been presented in literature for handling this problem, including fuzzy rule based approach, latent semantic analysis, bag of words approach, statistical modeling, etc. [see 2-10, 15 for more details]. The task, however, is fraught with numerous challenges. Natural objects do not lend themselves to precise definition of shape, color, or texture attributes making it very difficult to classify them with traditional model based or rule based approaches. This explains why efforts towards automatic identification of natural objects and the encompassing scenes have not so far produced very outstanding results.
Human beings are endowed with an amazing capability to analyze, understand, and classify diverse forms of objects in natural scenery. We observe that the human capability of natural scene understanding owes its strength to the availability of vast domain-related knowledge base accumulated in the memory in tandem with the various experiences over a time span. Whenever we see a natural object, we relate it to the impressions in our memory in an effort to dig out the true description of the object from the knowledge base of our mind. In the process, the knowledge base itself also undergoes constant re-evaluation, expansion and updating to better reflect the extent of experiential knowledge at any point in time.Human visual cognition is also robust to the intrinsic variations in the attributes of natural objects. For instance, although a cloud does not lend itself to a precise definition of its color, texture, or shape still it is not difficult for human eye to recognize a cloud in an image, especially if the ambiance of the image is also explicit. It is now supported by research that the visual cognition of natural scenery is not strongly dependent on precise measurement of the visual stimuli [22] .
The framework proposed in this paper employs a combination of the above mentioned human attributes of information management, experiential learning, and imprecise logic for enhanced identification of natural scene objects by a computer. However, our algorithms are not direct replicas of the corresponding human cognitive steps; the mimicry of human functionality is only realized at a higher level of abstraction. For instance, rather than using a neuronal model for representing experiential memory we propose the use of Case Based Reasoning (CBR) [1, 11] . Our reason for preferring CBR over neuronal models is the explanation facility afforded by CBR which makes it very attractive for understanding and tuning the system's inferential behavior. CBR has been applied successfully to several applications in the domain of image processing [23, 24, 25] . CBR offers unique capabilities for knowledge representation in domains where precise domain modeling is not possible, or where expert involvement in knowledge acquisition is not feasible. Moreover, the performance of CBR is known to improve with increase in amount of experiential knowledge (which is stored in a case base). However, an un-controlled strategy of increasing the case base size also creates a -curse of dimensionality‖ for CBR systems whereby in the pursuit of more fine-grained decision making, the case base grows to an un-manageable size. This trade-off between precision in decision making and the accompanying growth in case base size also explains the high volume of research on case base maintenance. The present paper addresses this issue by incorporating fuzzy sets for populating the case base. Fuzzy sets have a very relevant capability in the context of size constraints experienced in case based systems: offering N-to-1 mappings which identify multiple crisp value with single fuzzy labels, reducing significantly the size of the resulting case base. This type of mapping is also extremely suitable for handling the imprecise and qualitative nature of the domain addressed in this paper.
The proposed framework consists of two components: an offline (training) component, and an online component. The offline component utilizes the vast amount of example images in the training dataset to synthesize fuzzy linguistic descriptions of object attributes that are stored in a case base. The online component can be visualized as an arrangement of three sequential modules: an image processing module, a fuzzification module, and a reasoning module. The image processing module works on individual image segments and extracts various segments attributes for each. The attribute values are mapped to fuzzy set memberships by the fuzzification module from where the input to the reasoning module is generated in the form of a fuzzy feature vector. The case based reasoning module utilizes fuzzy membership values in the feature vector to retrieve those entries from the case base that are most similar to the incoming feature vector. Out of these entries, the one having the maximum support is used to generate the output category for the input segment.
System Architecture and Algorithmic Details
The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1 [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . An explanation of the system is given in the following paragraphs:
The Offline Component
The offline component relies upon a large dataset containing example images of several natural objects occurring in natural scenes. Details of the dataset are given later in the section on experimentation and results. Details of offline training are written below:
Attribute Computation
As the images in the training dataset are already segmented and annotated we do not perform separate segmentation for the training step. The attributes calculated for each of the annotated segment are color, texture, edges, average brightness and vertical offset information.
Color is defined over the H (hue) values of the input image in the Hue -Saturation-Intensity (HSI) color space. In the HSI space (Figure 2) , hue values are distributed over the circumference of a circle with different angles corresponding to different colors.
Texture is extracted from the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) [18] of the input image. The only texture feature encompassed in the proposed framework is the coarseness of the image segment, defined as follows [18] :
where N is the size of GLCM along each dimension, i is the row index, j is the column index, and ij P is the entry corresponding to i , j in the symmetric GLCM matrix. Average brightness B is calculated by averaging the I (intensity) values of the HSI image segment.
Offset O of a segment is defined as the distance of its centroid from the lower edge of the input image.
The above attributes are formally denoted as 6 , , 1 , 
Cluster Analysis
The image feature ranges 
Case Base Organization
The attribute information calculated for each of the training images is retained as an entry in the case base. Formally, the ith case entry is defined as: ] , , [
where i I is the input feature vector, i Q is the output object label, and i Y is the degree of typicality [21] of the ith case features for representing the output object.
is a specification of membership values of input image attributes in corresponding fuzzy linguistic terms and will be used to find the output label. It is represented as: This selection of local objects is inspired by work in references [3, 15] . All these terms a re represented as fuzzy singletons in the proposed system. 
The Online Component

Image Processing Module
Keeping with the strategy followed by the training images, the online image processing module segments the images into blocks of fixed size and for each block extracts attribute values i X which are passed to the fuzzification module for further processing.
Fuzzification Module
The fuzzification module takes the segment attributes calculated by the image processing module and maps these numeric values to membership values in corresponding fuzzy sets. The output of this module is the vector  I which has the same format as that of i I given in (4) above.
Reasoning Module
In the reasoning module, various case base entries are compared with entries in  I in order to retrieve the most similar entries already present in the case base. T he similarity between  I and case base entry i I is calculated as follows:
where  is the Euclidean distance and  is a normalizing constant. 
The incorporation of the degree of typicality ensures that the output label is more favorable to feature vectors bearing resemblance to a majority of experiential data in the case base.
The final classification output Q is selected according to the following formula:
Experiments and Discussion
We have used the Vogel and Schiele natural scene dataset [3, 17] to prepare the training and test data for our system. This dataset contains around 700 colored ima ges of natural scenes along with corresponding annotations. The annotations mark the individual segments in the scene as well as the overall category of the scene. We have cropped individual segments from the scene images and populated an object dataset o f individual objects containing 20 images of sky, 20 images of water, 30 images of rocks/mountains, 15 images of foliage, 15 images of cloud, 20 images of ground, and 10 images of crop in conformance with the provided annotations. The object dataset was divided into two partitions: 40% of each category of image was used as the training set and the remaining 60% was used as the test set. As a baseline also, the results on the same dataset presented in [17] are cited. In [17] low level color and texture features are extracted for each local region and based on these features, the local region is classified into one of the nine pre-defined concepts.
The reasoning module calculates similarity between the segment attributes and the case entries. The similarity measure is reinforced by the typicality measure to obtain the confidence measure of the object classification output. As an example, the graph in Figure 3 shows confidence values for input of a blue colored segment with a certain texture, brightness, and edge characteristics while varying the value of the height attribute over different iterations. The classification accuracy of the system is shown in second column of Table 1 . A comparison between the proposed system and the concept classification of Vogel and Schiele [17] is also shown in third column of Table 1 . As the two systems do not have exactly the same object categories, so the comparison is shown only for those categories which are same between the two approaches. It is pertinent at this point to highlight the efficiency aspects of the system. As the system learns from experience, its performance improves as more input is accumulated in the case base. However, an increase in case base size also means an increase in storage consumption of the system as well as in search time of the system. The present efficiency of the system is O (N) where N is the size of the case base. In order to improve the efficiency, we are working on an enhanced version of the system that uses a hierarchical case base so that both the storage and the time are economized simultaneously.
Conclusion
An intelligent framework for natural object classification was presented. The framework proceeds in a three step manner. In the first step, an image processing module calculates attributes of the input image segment. In the second step, the values of attributes are fuzzified to assign linguistic labels to these attributes. In the third step, case based reasoning is applied on the fuzzified segment attributes to associate each segment with a natural object it best represents.
The performance effectiveness of the system owes to a hybrid approach drawing upon the dual benefits of FL and CBR. The use of CBR in this domain helps in acquisition of knowledge which is hard to put in the form of expert rules, and FL helps to maintain the size of this knowledge manageable while accommodating the natural imprecision inherent in the domain.
